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About @PAGE@

Contact & Gallery

Handle: handle

Twitter: @twitterhandle

PixelJoint: profileNumber

Survey Questions And Answers

General art related questions

How long have you been doing pixel art?

How did you find your way into pixel art?

Did you have a background in art before starting with pixel art?

If you have been doing art before pixel art, when did you start that?

How regularly are you doing pixel art?

How regulary are you doing non-pixel art?

What other activities of these do you do besides pixel art?

this
and that

Do you make money doing art?

Style and influences

How would you describe your style?
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What are the biggest influences to your style?

Which pixel artists would you say influenced your art the most?

Which non-pixel artists influenced your art the most?

How would you describe your use of colors in pixel art?

Do you use outlines and if so what would you say about them?

Did any communities shape your approach to pixel art and if yes, which?

this one
and that other one

What would you say is the biggest insight you gathered doing pixel art?

What would you say is the biggest art related insight you got in your life?

Do or did you do any specific exercises that you would say helped you grow as an artist? If
so, please share them.

What's your opinion on console restrictions?

What's your opinion on dithering in pixel art?

What's your opinion on gradients in pixel art?
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